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 The unsustainable way of petroleum products and regular mass vitality era 

techniques has advanced the utilization of sustainable power source 

strategies. Among them are sun powered boards which create power utilizing 

daylight. Regardless, there are different components which annoy the 

execution of the sun based board and there are factors which increase its 

competence. Considering each one of those components different 

components have been suited in the sun fueled board arrangement to update 

the efficiency of the daylight based sheets. Among them are: Solar 

Concentration, Solar Tracking, and Solar Panel Cooling. This paper covers 

the plan, advancement, and experimentation of a model which had every one 

of these countermeasures incorporated into it. The dazzling some segment of 

this model was to use another water pipe and gravity for sun based board 

cooling. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The present strategies for mass imperativeness creation have a huge amount of ruinous effects on 

the earth [1]. In addition the way that non-sustainable power sources are not to continue going perpetually 

and nuclear imperativeness had a past loaded with calamities at whatever point mishandled. As a result of 

this in the past couple of years, the progression of practical power source techniques for empowering the 

masses has been getting noticeable [2,3]. 

 

Problem Description 

Among them are the sunshine based sheets which strongly impact nature and are air benevolent. 

Because of their straightforwardness in operation, notoriety, and a solid design future, they have changed into 

an affecting industry Goddard. Daylight based sheets were similarly made and were supported with various 

execution overhauling highlights like Solar Tracking, Solar Concentration, and Solar Panel Cooling. On the 

off chance that a framework has every one of them made into it right now and it uses common parts that don't 

organize as required wellsprings of data [4]. By then it is possible that sun controlled sheets can be used to 

satisfy higher essentialness demands and finally lessen the imperativeness demands from the standard 

techniques. The solar system based systems are presented in the Solar driven air conditioning system 

integrated with latent heat thermal energy storage [5]. Beside that as new water pipes are a regular 

component in the bleeding edge world and gravity has been utilized as a wellspring of vitality since the start 

of history. It would be a not too bad choice to utilize them together if they can pass on promising results in 

redesigning a sun based sheets execution. Looking blueprint the objective of this paper was to arrange and 

evaluate a model that would house a daylight based board and would have the Solar Tracking, Solar 

Concentration and new water for enhancing its execution. A Study on 3-phase Interleaved DC-DC Boost 
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Converter Structure and Operation for Input Current Stress Reduction [7]. Hardware Implementation of Solar 

Based Boost to SEPIC Converter Fed Nine Level Inverter System [8]. Transformer Less Voltage Quadrupler 

Based DC-DC Converter with Coupled Inductor and PI Filter for Increased Voltage Gain and Efficiency [9]. 

Solar Photovoltaic Array Fed Water Pump Riven by Brushless DC Motor using KY Converter [10]. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

2.1. Solar Tracking 

Sun based following alludes to indicating the sun powered board the sun constantly. This makes the 

sun opposite to the sun powered beams consequently creating most extreme conceivable power yield for that 

time. There is a wide assortment of sun oriented trackers; some give a solitary hub of movement while some 

give a twofold pivot of movement. Above all else methods and system which were executed shifted a 

considerable measure. With a specific end goal to accomplish this capacity sunlight based, trackers are 

utilized. Aside from that the sunlight based trackers now have a uniquely planned PID control framework. 

This demonstrated sun based trackers were a theme of enthusiasm for the sustainable power source and 

academic group. 

 

2.2. Solar Panel Cooling 

The temperature of a sunshine based board will diminishes capacity. Subsequently, for it, different 

cooling techniques have been made. The most normally referred to were by utilizing air and water. Another 

strategy for utilizing water to keep the sunlight based board cool was to submerge a sun oriented board in 

water in shallow profundities. However with regards to this paper, sun oriented board cooling was 

incorporated into to the plan by utilizing the new water pipe. In its outcome, it was pronounced that water has 

higher effectiveness in cooling the sunlight based board than air. Tidy alludes to as particles kept on the 

substance of the sun oriented board which hinders its daylight.  

 

2.3. Solar Concentration 

Solar board produces control in light of the light which falls on it. For this mirrors and diverse optics 

are utilized to focus all the more light on the sun based board thank its surface territory can be presented to 

straightforwardly. This method is called Solar Concentration. Each had distinctive outcomes however plainly 

in overcast climate sun powered focus is required for amplifying effectiveness of a sunlight based board. 

Thus, if all the more light falls on it then more power it produces. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The Solar Panel Cooling was applied in the prototype to keep the solar panel cool by submerging it 

in the water all the time.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Layout of the Prototype 

 

 

To achieve the range of quality the design element used gravity and fresh water pipe. As seen in the 

layout above that the height of the fresh water tank and the limiting bend are higher than the Solar Panel 
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Module and both are connected to it by fresh water pipes. The solar radiation is presented in the Photo 

catalytic degradation of triazine dyes over N-doped TiO2 in solar radiation [6].It maintains the water level 

above the Solar Panel Module height. This was because of the force of gravity on water in the water pipes, 

water tank, and the limiting bend. Our design does not require any extra water pump because the flow of 

water was there based on the water usage of the occupants of the building where it was to be attached. Hence, 

the requirement of this technique is fulfilled by fresh water pipe and gravity. 

 

 

4. RESULTS 

With the recommended tests done on the prototype, the results were compiled and organized into 

quantifiable form. The results were fed into an Excel sheet where each pair of voltage and current reading 

was processed to obtain its power reading. Those power readings were plotted on the Figure2 and some of 

their statistical values Maximum power reading, minimum power reading, and average power reading) were 

also sorted out and assembled into Table 1.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Each Day Different Configuration 

 

 

From the graphs of Figure 2, it can be seen that the default configuration experienced a significant 

reduction in power production around 12 PM but still the default combination (Tracker + Concentration + 

Cooling) gave the highest recorded values for maximum power and the average power. It happened because 

the combined effect of mirrors and 3hour period without the changing water in the solar panel module caused 

the water to become a heat trap and hinder the productivity of the P.V solar panel significantly. However, the 

default combination (Tracker + Concentration+ Cooling) worked better in the second run of the experiment 

from that because of constant changing of water. 

 

 

Table1. Each Day Different Configuration 

Configuration 
Average Power Calculated 

Track + Cool Track + Cool + Conc. Track 

Maximum 2.60 w 3.67 w 2.57 w 

Lowest 0.41 w 0.41 w 0.26 w 
Average 1.35 w 1.83 w 1.20 w 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The given model of this paper in its default arranges (Tracker + Concentration + Cooling) strike 

every one of its accomplices like practicality and ordinary power passed on. The reality of the situation is that 

power upgrading highlights contribute unequivocally to the yield of P.V sun masterminded sheets, yet not 

every one of them are best for all occasions. In the event that there is a shady sky then sun composed intrigue 

is required and sun slanting board cooling is not but rather if there is a hot sun based board cooling is 

required yet light based fixation can enough influence the sun controlled board. The setup had both fragments 

in its model. That made it flexible in paying special mind to the power redesigning of the P.V sun 
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prearranged board for various cloud and temperature conditions showed up distinctively in relationship with 

switch over mixes. 
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